
Alibi

In the realm of criminal defence, the concept
of an alibi stands out as a powerful tool,
rooted in the Latin term meaning "elsewhere".
In the context of Indian law, an alibi serves as
a defence where the accused claims to have
been at a different location when the alleged
crime was committed, thereby making their
involvement impossible. This defence not
only challenges the prosecution's case but
also brings the focus on the exactitude of the
judicial process.

Essence of Alibi
The plea of alibi transcends mere assertion; it
is an evidential strategy that hinges on the
impossibility of the accused's presence at the
crime scene. As outlined in Dudh Nath
Pandey v. State of Uttar Pradesh, AIR 1981
SC 911, the Supreme Court emphasised that
an alibi involves the physical impossibility of
the accused's presence at the scene due to
their presence elsewhere. This plea can only
succeed if it convincingly demonstrates that
the accused was too far away to have been
present at the crime scene.

Statutory Recognition and Burden of
Proof

Alibi, while not an enumerated exception in
the Indian Penal Code or other laws, finds its
recognition under Section 11 of the Indian
Evidence Act, 1872. This section highlights
that facts inconsistent with the fact in issue
are relevant, implying the significance of an
alibi in disproving the possibility of the
accused's presence at the crime scene. The
landmark judgement in Jayantibhai
Bhenkarbhai v. State of Gujarat, AIR 2002
SC 3569, clarifies that the burden of proof
primarily rests on the prosecution. The
defence of alibi is considered only after the
prosecution has satisfactorily met its burden
of proving the accused's guilt. If the
prosecution fails, delving into the alibi may
become redundant. However, once the
prosecution establishes guilt, the onus shifts
to the accused to substantiate the alibi with
certainty.

The Critical Role of Evidence
The strength of an alibi fundamentally
depends on the reliability and timing of the
evidence presented. Technological evidence

like GPS data, surveillance footage, and
electronic records can decisively pinpoint an
individual’s location, making alibi defences
more concrete and less susceptible to
disputes. Moreover, corroborative witness
testimonies, particularly those from unbiased
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observers, can substantially fortify an alibi,
thereby enhancing its credibility in the eyes of
the court.

Judicial Scrutiny
Despite its potential to exonerate, alibis are
often met with scepticism, primarily due to
instances where fabricated alibis have
attempted to obstruct justice. The judiciary,
therefore, exercises stringent scrutiny over
alibi claims, requiring a high standard of proof
to ensure that such defences are not merely
tactics to evade legal accountability.

Technological Advancements in Alibi
Verification
The advent of modern technology has
revolutionised the verification of alibis. The
use of digital evidence has become a
game-changer, providing precise,
timestamped data that can effectively support
or refute an alibi claim. Such evidence is not
only compelling but also difficult to contest,
providing the courts with factual bases that
are crucial for fair adjudication.
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